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Abstract  

Environmental development in Surabaya is carried out through various programs inviting the public to participate in 

�Z�uX�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�]��}v��}(��Z����}P��u�X�/��]vÀ}oÀ����Z���µ�o]���v��:�Á��W}��U���v��]}v�o�v�Á������U�

as a means to spread information. The study aims at testing the influence of publication and group involvement 

towards public participation in the program. Based on the hypothesis testing, it is concluded that publishing news about 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�]v�:�Á��W}����v��Proup involvement have significant influence towards public participation 

]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_ Program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ]�� �vvµ�o�

developmental program held by the regional 

government of Surabaya. It is a competition on 

all aspects related to environmental manage-

ment among districts in Surabaya. Rewards are 

given to the winner of the competition. In 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��vU_� �µ�o]�� �v��

facilitators in each district in Surabaya prepare 

and run various programs and innovations that 

will give those head up in the competition. 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�]��(µooÇ��µ��}������Ç�

Jawa Post, as means to spread news about the 

program. The newspaper devotes special column 

(}�� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ��}À]�]vP�

various information on registration, preliminary 

selection nominees, judging, and awarding. Jawa 

Post reports some preparations each district 

makes and the best program each of them has 

ÁZ�v� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ]�� �µvv]vPX�

Each district participating in the program has its 

turn to be published in the newspaper. Besides 

that, Jawa Post also publishes other information 

related to the implementation of the program to 

�Z���µ�o]�X�dZ��v�Á������[���µ��}���in delivering 

day-to-��Ç� v�Á�� ��}µ�� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v��

�o��v_� ��}À]���� u�Æ]uµu� �Æ�}�µ��� (}��

facilitators and public in general. Another effect 

of Jawa Post massive coverage is that each 

district can find out its competitors plan and 

programs, and, as the effect, will pull out the 

������((}����}�Á]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��vX_�/v�
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conclusion, not only does Jawa Post publication 

}v� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ��}À]��� �o����

information about the program to the public, but 

it also increases public motivation and partici-

pation in environmental management. 

The effect of mass media towards individual 

behavior has been elaborated in various 

communication theories. Powerful effect Model 

[1] states that mass media can give an immediate 

effect towards an individual when the message is 

well-delivered. Based on the theory, mass media 

can have a significant impact towards big popula-

tion. Newspapers as one type of printed mass 

media functions as a means to deliver informa-

tion and affecting people [2]. However, each type 

of media has its distinctive impact to different 

group of people. In general, the strength of 

printed mass media lies in structure of delivered 

message and the media will have effect to only if 

it is read. When one does not read, such type of 

media is not going to do anything. When the 

researcher conducted interviews with the faci-

litators, it was found that one immediately 

inform their group when they reads articles 

about their district participation in Surabaya 

Green and Clean published in Jawa Post. On the 

other hand, Jawa Post publication about 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ��]PP���� �}uuµv]-

cation between facilitators and their groups or 

]v�]À]�µ�o�� Á]�Z]v� }v�� P�}µ�X� Kv��� �� �]���]��[��

participation in the program is published by the 

newspaper, some people are going to borrow the 

newspaper from their neighbor or friends, while 

some others are buying it. The role of messenger 

sometimes starts by facilitators in each district 

and is continued to other people living in the 

district. Therefore, based on the fact the process 

}(� ��o]À��]vP� u����P�� ��}µ�� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v�
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�v�� �o��v_��}���v}�� �oÁ�Ç�� }��µ���]����oÇ� (�}u�

Jawa Post to the public. However, there is group 

involvement to deliver, comprehend and trans-

late the news published in the newspaper. There-

fore, message being delivered is not the sole 

factor that determines the effect of publication, 

dynamic of the public where the message being 

delivered is. 

Jumanti [3] conducted a study about the 

effect of news about flood in East Kalimantan 

newspapers towards public environmental 

awareness in Temindung Permai, Samarinda. The 

finding of the study is that publishing the news 

about the flood in East Kalimantan newspapers 

has significant influence towards public environ-

mental awareness. Another study [4] entitled The 

Role of Mass Media (Newspapers) Promoting 

Danau Dua Rasa (Labuan Cermin) in Berau, East 

Kalimantan. The descriptive study aims at 

promoting Danau Dua Rasa (Labuan Cermin) in 

Berau, East Kalimantan to the public. The finding 

shows that newspapers can only spread educati-

onal information about the lake; however it fails 

to show recreational aspects of the lake. Pelesir, 

a show in MNCTV, is the one that fulfill the task. 

Another study entitled Analyzing the Effect of 

Health Show in PKTV towards Public Awareness 

in Sanitation conducted by Rochmad [5]. The 

finding shows that the health show in PKTV gives 

significant effect towards public sanitation 

awareness only to frequent viewers; seminars 

and other types of mass media give more 

significant effect to public awareness in 

sanitation. 

Based on the finding of the study, the 

purpose of the study is to determine the 

influence of Jawa Post publication about 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� �}Á����� ]v�����]vP�

public participatiov� ]v� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v��

Clean and determine the influence of group 

involvement towards public participation in 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��vM_. 

 

THEORTICAL DEFINITION 

Behaviourism Approach 

Numerous theories have described how hu-

man behavior is formulated and projected. A 

well-known approach to describe human behav-

ior is behaviorism. The theory states that envi-

ronment is the most important element that 

shapes human behavior since environment is the 

place where human being learns. Using stimulus-

response model, behaviorism explains that indi-

vidual behavior relies heavily on learning process 

that takes place in his/her environment as a 

stimulus [6,7,8]. Robbin [9] states that an indi-

vidual can also learn based on the observation on 

}�Z��� ��}�o�[�� ��Z�À]}�� }�� �Z�}µPZ� o]���v]vP� �}�

}�Z�����}�o�[���Æ�erience as long as the stories 

are complete and detail. The process of learning 

������ }v� }����À��]}v� }�� }�Z��� ��}�o�[�� �Æ�eri-

ence is called social learning theory. There are 

four processes taking place when an individual 

learning process takes place through observation 

or experience. They are attention process, reten-

tion process, motor reproduction process and 

reinforcement process. Robb explains those pro-

cesses as follow: 

1. Attentional process. People only learn from 

a model when they recognize and pay at-

tention to its critical features. We tend to 

be most influences by model that are at-

tractive, repeatedly available, important to 

use or similar to us in our estimation 

2. Retention processX� ��u}��o[�� ]nfluence will 

depend on how well the individual remem-

����� �Z��u}��o[�� ���]}v� after the model is 

no longer readily available. 

3. Motor reproduction process. After a person 

has seen a new behavior by observing the 

model, the watching must be converted into 

doing. This process then demonstrates that 

the individual can perform the modeled ac-

tivities. 

4. Reinforcement process. Individual will be 

motivated on exhibit the modeled behavior 

if positive incentives or rewards are provid-

ed. Behaviors that are reinforced will be 

given more attention, learning better and 

performed more often. 

 

In line with Robbins, Bandura in Effendi [2] 

explain that social learning theory considers mass 

media as main social agent besides family, teach-

ers and close friends. In social learning, paying 

attention is the first step. An individual will not 

learn unless he or �Z����Ç�� ����v�]}vX� Kv�[���t-

tention depends on characteristics of an event 

and observer. A simple, clear and well-organized 

concept is going to at������ ��}�o�[�� ����v�]}vU�

and, as the result, is easier to follow. The follow-

ing step is retention process that is a where an 

inter���]vP��}v�����]�����Áv�]v�}�}v�[�����]v��v��

then formulated into memory. The third is motor 

reproduction process where memory is convert-

ed into behavior and the behavior will most likely 
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become a habit when reinforcement is given. 

Reinforcement is in the form of internal or exter-

nal motivation. Thus, the last face is called moti-

vational process. 

 

Structural-Functional Approach 

Another approach similar to behaviorism is 

structural-functional approach; the theory also 

uses the influence of environment towards indi-

vidual behavior as the underlying theory. Struc-

tural-functional approach states that a society 

consists of various elements that interact and 

influence one another. Each of the elements has 

its own function, and, therefore, when the func-

tion of an element changes, other elements is 

going to be affected as well [7]. 

Mass media is one of the stimuli affecting in-

dividual behavior. The influence of mass media 

towards a society is not only in the form of a 

message being delivered, but also the physical 

form of the mass media itself [10]. MacLuhan 

(�u}µ��(}��Z]��^�Z��u��]µu�]���Z��u����P�_��Z�r

ory, states that mass media has such a major 

influence towards the society [1,10]. Chaffee 

mentions that the presence of mass media has 

influenced 5 (five) different aspects of the society 

namely (1) economics, (2) social, (3) schedule/ 

organization, (4) how people channel their feel-

]vPU� �v�� ~ñ�� ��}�o�[�� ]u�����]}v� �owards media 

[10]. 

Experts in communication have also elaborat-

ed the impact of publication in mass media to-

wards change in individual behavior. Bullet theo-

ry states that large scale publication will give an 

impact towards individual behavior [1]. Stimulus-

response model also mentions that reaction or 

individual behavior can be predicted based on 

messages being published in mass media [11]. 

Another theory that explains the impact of 

media towards individual behavior is diffusion-

innovation theory. The theory is related to intro-

duction of new ideas and elaborated by Rogers 

[1]. Rogers explain 5 (five) stages in diffusion-

innovation, namely (1) knowledge, (2) persua-

sion, (3) decision, (4) implementation, and (5) 

confirmation. The first stage, knowledge, involves 

individual awareness towards innovation and his/ 

her understanding that the innovation can actu-

ally work. Persuasion stage is the process of for-

uµo��]vP� ]v�]À]�µ�o[�� }�]v]}v� ~�P���u�v�l� �]��r

greement) towards an innovation. The following 

stage, decision, is the process on which a person 

makes a decision whether they are going to 

adapt an innovation. Implementation is the stage 

when an individual takes action based on tthe 

decision they had come up with. The final stage, 

confirmation, is the process when an individual 

seeks for a confirmation from others towards the 

decision they had made. During the stage, there 

is a possibility that an individual changes their 

decision if they think that information about the 

innovation they obtains is against their opinion.  

Rogers state that change due to adoption and 

rejecting an innovation are two consequences 

diffusion-innovation theory has towards individ-

ual and society. The expert elaborates the conse-

quences of the theory in a more detail manner. 

1. Desirable versus undesirable, depends on 

whether or not innovation has functional or 

non functional effect towards individual or 

social system. 

2. Direct versus indirect, depends on whether 

or not change in individual and social sys-

tem takes place because of innovation di-

rect response or innovation causal response 

from other responses. 

3. Anticipated versus unanticipated, depends 

on whether or not change that occurs is ex-

pected or unexpected by group member. 

 

Based on the statements above, one can 

draw conclusion that mass media have direct 

impact towards individual. However, many ex-

perts claim that the effect of mass media to-

wards individual is not always a direct one. Lili-

weri [8] state several theories about selective 

influence of mass media to the society. It means 

there are some indirect effects of media towards 

�}�]��ÇX� :}���Z� <o�����[�� >]u]���� �((���� �}n-

cludes that the effect mass communication have 

to society is not a direct one, instead mass com-

munication works between mediatingfactors. 

Klapper further mentions the mediatingfactors 

are selective processes (selective perception, 

selective exposure, selective retention), group 

processes, group norm and opinion leader [1]. 

Meanwhile, Baran and Davis [12] conclude some 

important highlights of the limited effect theory, 

namely: 

1. It is unlikely for media to have direct influ-

ence towards individual which means that 

family, friends, colleagues and social work 

protect an individual from being manipulat-

ed by the media. 

2. There are two streams of influence of me-

dia. Media will be influential when opinion 

leader or a person directing their followers 
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had been influenced. It is extremely difficult 

for media to manipulate sophisticated and 

critical opinion leader 

3. When an individual is growing, they have a 

strong commitment to their group. The affil-

iation will give an effective barrier from the 

influence of media. 

4. When the effect of media occurs, it usually 

is too weak or too specific. Affected individ-

µ�o�]��P�v���ooÇ�]�}o�����(�}u�}�Z�����}�o�[��

influence or group commitment is getting 

weaker 

 

Limited Effect Model 

Based on limited effect model, it can be ex-

plained that one requirement for mass commu-

nication effect to work is group processes. Based 

}v��Z��}�]v]}v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_��µb-

lication will influence individual participation in 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_��v���Z���µblication 

will also determine the individual involvement in 

group processes of their group. Based on the 

theories, conceptually, model of correlation 

based on theoretical framework of the study is as 

following Fig.1. 

Based on stimulus-response theory, there are 

3 (three) requirements for communication as 

stimulus to give response in the form of attitude 

and behavior, namely attention is paid to the 

message, message is comprehended and mes-

sage is accepted. As an addition, Monroe mes-

sage should be organized based on five sequen-

tial steps namely motivated sequence in order to 

be able to influence society; the five steps are 

attention, need, satisfaction, visualization and 

action [10]. Attention refers to how much atten-

tion public pays to delivered message. Having 

been delivered, a message should trigger need 

and show how to fulfill the need. Next step is to 

��}À]��� �v� }À��À]�Á� ]v� �µ�o]�[��u]v�� ÁZ��� ��r

vantage or disadvantage they get when they im-

plement or do not implement the message. Final-

ly, public are encouraged to take action. When 

the steps have been fulfilled, there is a high pos-

sibility that message published by mass media 

changes public behavior. 

Experts have discussed the correlation be-

tween individual and group behavior. In his 

study, Triplet concludes that the presence of 

other people or competitors has influence to-

wards the performance of racers [14]. The pres-

ence of other people enhances individual per-

formance. The experts also claim that the group 

influence towards individual performance has 

not always been positive; it can give negative 

influence as well. Similar phenomenon takes 

place in studies about problem-solving. It can be 

concluded solving problems in groups is more 

effective and productive than doing so individual-

ly [14]. Psychiatrists perceive group communica-

tion as a medium to increase mental health and 

ideologists consider it as a means to improve 

political-ideology awareness [10]. Further, Rah-

mat explains about conformity, that has correla-

tion with the influence of group towards individ-

ual behavior [10]. When a number of people in a 

group says one thing or does the same thing, 

there is a tendency that member of the group to 

follow. It is evidence that group has huge impact 

towards individual behavior. Based on the review 

of the literature, the operational framework of 

the study is described in Fig.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. Model of Correlation based on Theoretical Framework of the Study 

Limited Effect Model 

[11,13]  

 

Group Involvement (X2)  :�Á��W}���Wµ�o]���]}v���}µ��^^u-

����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�~y1)  

 

Structural-Functional 

[7,12] 

Behaviorism 

[6,7,8] 
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Figure 2. Operational Framework 

 

Based on the review of the literature, the 

hypotheses of the study are formulated as 

follow: 

Ho1: There is no significant influence between 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� �µ�o]���]}v�

toward public participation in the program 

Ha1: There is a significant influence between 

^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� �µ�o]���]}v�

toward public participation in the program 

Ho2: There is no significant influence between 

group involvement and public participation 

]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_ 

Ha2: There is a significant influence between 

group involvement and public participation in 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_ 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The study is an explanatory study that ex-

plains inter-variable influence. The number of 

samples are 100 (one hundred) respondents se-

lected randomly from 6 (six) regions in Surabaya. 

The samples are readers of Jawa Post. 

The definitions of the keywords, and varia-

bles, as well as their indicators, of the study are 

described as follow: 

1. News is current information containing facts 

�v��}�]v]}v��Z������������µ�o]�[���ttention 

2. ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ]�� �� �}u���i-

tion in environmental management sector 

conducted by the regional government of 

Surabaya in collaboration with private par-

ties 

3. ^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�v�Á��]���µ���v��

information containing facts and opinion 

�Z������������µ�o]�[������v�]}v���}µ�����}m-

petition in environmental management sec-

tor conducted by the regional government 

of Surabaya in collaboration with private 

parties 

4. Group involvement is individual involve-

ment in an event conducted by two or more 

people in order to achieve certain goal 

5. Participation is individual participation in 

decision-making, implementation, supervi-

sion and reflection in an event 

6. ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� ]�� �v� �nnual 

environmental management and sanitation 

program conducted by the regional gov-

ernment of Surabaya 

 

The definition of operational variables and 

their indicators are as follow: 

1. ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_��µ�o]�ation in 

Jawa Post variable is measured by these in-

dicators, namely: 

a. Reading frequency, which means how 

many times one reads news about the 

program in the newspaper 

b. Attention span, which means how much 

attention one pays to the news 

c. Level of sufficiency, which means 

ÁZ��Z��� }�� v}�� �Z�� v�Á�� ��]��� �µ�o]�[��

awareness toward environmental man-

agement 

d. Level of satisfaction, which means 

whether or not the news provides in-

:�Á��W}���Wµ�o]���]}v���}µ��^^µ�abaya 

'���v��v���o��v_�(X1) 

1. Frequency of reading the news [1] 

2. Attention span level 

3. Need fulfillment level 

4. Satisfactory level 

5. Visualization level 

6. Reinforcement to take action [10] 

Group Involvement (X2) 

1. Level of interaction in group 

2. Level of emotional support in group 

3. Level of implementation of 

tasks/decision set by group [14] 

W���]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_ 

1. Participation in decision-making 

2. Participation in implementation 

3. Participation in reflection [16] 
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formation about environmental man-

agement 

e. Visualization, which means whether or 

not the news gives an overview about 

beneficial effect of environmental man-

agement 

f. Implementation, whether or not the 

news gives motivation to conduct envi-

ronmental management 

2. Group involvement variable is measured by 

the following indicators, namely: 

a. Interaction which means how much in-

teraction a person makes to their group 

b. Task which means how much one per-

son fulfill a task given by their group 

c. Responsibility which means how much 

responsibility a person has to support 

group task related to environmental 

management 

3. Public participation variable is measured 

using the following indicators, namely 

a. Individual participation in planning of 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_���}P��u� ]v�

their district 

b. Individual participation in the implemen-

���]}v� }(� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_�

program in their district 

c. Individual participation in the reflection 

}(�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_���ogram 

in their district 

 

Data collection 

Data collection is conducted using question-

naire structurally designed based on the variables 

in the study. Other data collection methods are 

documentation and observations. 

<��o� W����}v[�� W�}�µ��� D}u�v�� �v�oÇ�]�� ]��

used in data analysis. Alpha Cronbach using 0 to 

1 scale is the method to measure the level of 

validity and reliability of the instrument. Finally, 

corrected item-total correlation is used to test 

item validity in the questionnaire. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Having analyzed the data using Product Mo-

ment correlation through SPSS program, the find-

ings of the study are described as follow: 

1. �}���o��]}v�o��}�((]�]�v�����Á��v�^^urabaya 

'���v��v���o��v_��µ�o]���]}v�Àariable or X1 

�v���µ�o]������]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v�

�v���o��v_�À��]��o��}��z� ]��ìXòôõ�~rAìXììì�X�

/��u��v��^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_��µ�oi-

cation or X1 variable has significant influ-

�v��� �}Á������µ�o]������]�]���]}v� ]v� ^^µ�a-

��Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�}��z�À��]��o�X 

2. The result of t-test of both X1 and Y varia-

�o��� ]��íîXõôñì�~�AìXòõôV�r�DìXìñ�X� /��u��v��

�Z�� ]v(oµ�v��� }(� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v��

�o��v_� �µ�o]���]}v� }�� y1 variable towards 

�µ�o]������]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v��

�o��v_�}��z�À��]��o��]��Z]PZoÇ��]gnificant 

3. Correlational coefficient between group in-

volvement variable or X2 and public partici-

���]}v� ]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�À��i-

��o��}��z�]��ìXôòï�~rAìXììì�X�It means group 

involvement or X2 variable has significant in-

(oµ�v����}Á������µ�o]������]�]���]}v� ]v�^^u-

����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�}��z�À��]��o�X 

4. The result of t-test of both X2 and Y varia-

�o��� ]��ïïXðóòó�~�AìXôòïV�r�DìXìñ�X� /��u��v��

the influence of group involvement or X2 

À��]��o���}Á������µ�o]������]�]���]}v�]v�^^µr

����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� }�� z� À��]able is 

highly significant 

5. �}���o��]}v�o��}�((]�]�v�����Á��v�^^urabaya 

'���v��v���o��v_��µ�o]���]}v�Àariable or X1 

and group involvement variable or X2 is 

ìXòóò� ~rAìXììì�X� /��u��v��^^µ����Ç��'���v�

�v�� �o��v_� �µ�o]���]}v� }�� y1 variable has 

significant influence towards group in-

volvement or X2 variable 

6. The result of t-test of both X1 and X2 varia-

�o��� ]�� õXìíôï� ~�AìXòóòV�r� DìXìñ�X� /��u��v��

the influence of Surabaya Greev��v���o��v_�

publication or X1 variable  towards group in-

volvement or X2 variable is highly significant 

 

Partial correlation test with group involve-

ment or X2 variable as is carried out to find out 

ÁZ��Z��� �Z�� ]v(oµ�v��� }(� ^^urabaya Green and 

�o��v_��µ�o]�ation or X1 variable towards public 

����]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�}��z�

variable is a real or temporary one. Using SPSS 

program, partial correlational coefficient (rx1y.x2) 

is 0.284 (rAìXììð�X� dZ���(}��U� �Z���((����}(� ^^u-

����Ç��'���v��v�� �o��v_�}�� y1 variable towards 

�µ�o]�� ����]�]���]}v� ]v� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v��

�o��v_� ]�� ���oX� dZ�� ���µo���}(� ��P����]}v� �v�lysis 

on variables of the study are as follow: 

1. �}���o��]}v�o��}�((]�]�v�����Á��v�^Surabaya 

'���v��v���o��v_��µ�o]�ation or X1 variable 

and group involvement or X2 variable to-
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P��Z���Á]�Z��µ�o]������]�]���]}v� ]v�^^µ�aba-

Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� }�� z� À��]��o�� ]��

r=0.875; determination coefficient is n2= 

0.765 which means 76.5% of public partici-

p��]}v�]v�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_�]���x-

�o�]v��� �Ç� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_�

publication and group involvement varia-

bles. The remaining 23.5% is explained by 

another variable. The regression equation 

can be explained as follow: 

Y= 1.675+0.403X1 + 1.060X2 

 

2. From the analysis, it is found out that F= 

158.237 with probability rate= 0.000. There-

fore, the model is considered as a good 

model that can be implemented to predict 

�µ�o]������]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ�abaya Green and 

�o��vX_ 

 

Referring to the result of the analysis, the 

(]v�]vP��}(��Z����µ�Ç������o��}���������~í��^^µ�a-

��Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_� �µ�oication variable has 

meaningful and significant influence, when there 

is no other variable; (2) With group involvement 

variable being the control variable, the influence 

}(�^^µ����Ç��'���v��v���o��v_��µ�o]���]}v�À��]a-

ble toÁ����� �µ�o]�� ����]�]���]}v� ]v� ^^µ����Ç��

'���v��v���o��v_� ]��P���]vP��u�oo��V�~ï��^^µ�aba-

Ç��'���v��v���o��v_��µ�o]���]}v�À��]��o���ogeth-

er with group involvement has higher influence 

towards public partic]���]}v� ]v� ^^urabaya Green 

�v���o��vX_ 

The statements above explain that there is a 

tendency that the influence of mass media to-

wards public behavior will likely be more signifi-

cant if mass media is combined with certain vari-

ables. The findings of the study is in line with the 

theories mentioned in the literature review that 

basically mass media gives more significant to-

wards individual or public behavior when it works 

together with another/other variable(s). In the 

context of the study, group involvement (X2) is 

the variable. The findings of the study also sup-

�}���:}���Z�<o�����[���Z�}�Ç��Z���]��]��µvo]l�oÇ�(}��

mass communication to have direct influence 

society unless it is combined with other mediat-

ingfactors. Klapper further mentions that selec-

tive processes (selective perception, selective 

exposure, selective retention), group processes, 

group norm and opinion leader [1] are some ex-

amples of mediating factors. The expert explains 

that drawing conclusion that media has zero in-

fluence is rather inaccurate; instead media works 

in the existing social structure correlation in par-

ticular social and cultural context. Social and cul-

tural factor plays important roles to generate 

individual choice, attention and response [17]. 

D���[����Pµ����Z�������]uµoµ��}v��P���as the re-

sult of communication is going to be either ac-

cepted or rejected. Change in attitude as the ef-

fect of communication will take place if an indi-

vidual pays attention to, understands and agrees 

with a message. If the process happens success-

fully, the individual will then have an awareness 

to change his/ her behavior. The theory gives an 

overview that a stimulus a person accepts does 

not change into response all at once; attention, 

comprehension and affirmation are three influ-

ential factors that determine whether or not a 

stimulus will turn into response. In line with the 

statement, DeFleur argues that individual differ-

ence should be taken into consideration in find-

ing out correlation between stimulus and re-

sponse.  

The expert, further, states that even though 

response can be observed clearly, the type of 

response are various based on the difference in 

personality, attitude, intelligence, interest and so 

forth. A message being delivered by mass media 

contains particular stimulus which has various 

different interaction with characteristics of audi-

ence personalities [17]. Similar to the theory, 

DeFleur in Effendi [2] comes up with social cate-

gory theory. The theory also claims the presence 

of another/other factor(s) that determine direct 

influence of media. DeFleur explains that there 

are groups, meetings, and social categories in 

urban industrial society and the society has unan-

imous response (action) towards certain stimuli. 

Age, sex, income, education and the like deter-

mine media influence tremendously. 

Bandura in Effendi [2] social learning theory 

is one of theories that state that the influence of 

media towards individual is not immediate. The 

expert argues that response, the result of learn-

ing, is determined by reinforcement, where an 

individual is going to repeat their response when 

reward is given. At the same time, the individual 

is not going to repeat their response when they 

get punishment or behavior designed externally 

by reinforcing conditions.  

D��vÁZ]o�U� D�o��Ìl�[�� D}��o� ������ �Z���

basic elements in mass communication are mes-

sage, medium and recipient. Based on the model, 

there are two components between medium and 

recipient which influence individual response, 

obstacle of the medium and the image medium 
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for recipients or individual [11]. Obstacle of me-

dia is related to the fact that different media re-

quire different process of adaption from an indi-

vidual. Each type of media has its own strength, 

weakness and characteristics that determine its 

influence toward an individual.  

Kv� �Z�� }�Z��� Z�v�U� ^]u�P��u��]µu_� �}m-

ponent is related to prestige and credibility of 

medium. Besides the two components, other 

factors that determine mass communication pro-

cess is individual concept, individual personality 

structure, individual membership in a group, and 

individual social environment.  

Individual concept is related to individual 

perception of themself, their role, attitude and 

value they have. Personality structure is related 

to the fact that an individual with certain charac-

teristics can be persuaded more easily compared 

to others. It is easier to persuade a person with 

low confidence than one with high confidence. 

Meanwhile, individual social context is related to 

environment where an individual is at. It is diffi-

cult to persuade an individual to accept a mes-

sage conflicting with values of a group they be-

long to. Finally, individual membership in a group 

is related to the fact communication process tak-

ing place in groups is different from a face-to-

face communication. As a member of a certain 

group, an individual is not going to feel that they 

are alone in giving strong response to communi-

cation process that takes place.  

The doubt of direct impact of media towards 

individual is also mentioned in Katz and Laz-

ar(�o�[�� �Á}-step flow model of mass communi-

cation [8]. Based on the theory, an individual is a 

group member who has interaction with society 

and other groups. Mass media, basically, does 

not have immediate influence towards society or 

individual; instead it works through mediating-

factors and is heavily influenced by social interac-

tion an individual has. Based on the theory, indi-

vidual ability to digest information published in 

mass-media is different. There are groups of indi-

viduals who actively seek for information and are 

able to digest it quickly. On the other hand, some 

other groups need more time to do so. The sec-

ond group relies heavily on their facilitators who 

plays important role in selecting, spreading in-

formation as well as helping the groups to under-

stand the information. Most of the time, facilita-

tors are sources of information. According to 

Katz, facilitators are those that use mass-media 

more frequently and become mentors and 

source of information. 

Based on the explanation above, there are 

numerous theories about the doubt about direct 

influence of mass media towards individual and 

society. The findings of the study confirm that 

mass media (newspaper) seems to have immedi-

ate influence towards both individual and society 

when analyzed without another/other varia-

ble(s). However, correlational coefficient rate 

decreases when another/other variable(s) being 

involved. The findings of the study also conclude 

�Z��� ]v(oµ�v��� }(� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_�

�µ�o]���]}v��}Á������µ�o]������]�]���]}v�]v�^^µ�a-

��Ç�� '���v��v�� �o��v_����o]v���ÁZ�v�P�}µ�� ]n-

volvement variable is involved. In other words, 

the findings of the study confirm Joseph Klap-

���[�� >imited Effect Model confirming that mass 

media basically has limited effect towards socie-

ty. Its existence will work along with several me-

diating factors; one of which is group process. 

Finally, the study enriches other studies more 

specifically those related to influence of message 

delivery through mass media towards public or 

individual. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Following conclusion drawn based on the da-

ta analysis, namely: 

1. ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_��µ�oication in 

Jawa Post variable has significant influence 

�}Á����� �µ�o]�� ����]�]���]}v� ]v� ^^µ����Ç��

'���v��v���o��v_�À��]��o� 

2. Group involvement variable has significant 

influence towards public participation in 

^^µ����Ç��'���v��v� �o��v_�À��iable 

3. ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v�� �o��v_��µ�oication in 

Jawa Post variable has significant influence 

towards group involvement variable 

4. dZ�� ]v(oµ�v��� }(� ^^µ����Ç�� '���v� �v��

�o��v_� �µ�o]���]}v� ]v� :�Á�� W}��� �}Á�����

public participation is bigger when it is 

combined with group involvement 

5. The influence of mass media towards indi-

viduals or public will be higher when all var-

iables work altogether 

 

SUGGESTIONS 

Based on the conclusions, the following sug-

gestions are given: 

1. To guarantee the success of government 

programs that involve mass media, another 

variable, such as group process, should be 

optimized 
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2. To manage and maintain the success of en-

vironmental management program in Sura-

baya, there should be collaboration be-

tween mass media, public and regional gov-

ernment 

3. Identifying other variables that contribute in 

improving the role of mass media in imple-

mentation of developmental programs and 

developing developmental design models 

involving mass media should be carried out 
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